Space Crisis!

Who's driving this thing??
After a fantastic 3 months in space, the explorers are ready to head home to Earth and get into their return pod.
MALFUNCTION! Instead of Earth, the autopilot is rerouting the pod to PLUTO! The explorers must find a way to override the reroute.
Observing an enticing platform in the middle of the pod, the explorers find they can stand on it.
When all explorers are on the platform, a laser beam illuminates in the center.
Up on the ceiling, stars flash. They look like targets!
The explorers find that by shifting their weight on the platform, they can move the laser to hit the stars.
The explorers move around the platform to point the laser at each star, guided by a light sequence.
Success! Hitting all the stars before the time runs out prevents the autopilot from reprogramming. The pod is back on track for Earth!
The “weeble-wobble” control platform
The laser controlling handlebars
MAIN ROOM ELEMENTS

The constellation lights and game sounds
Come visit us at demo #13 and try it yourself!
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